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SUMMARY

RELAP5/M0D1.5 [1] (Cycle 31 and 34) calculations
were made to assess the assumptions used by
Westinghouse (W) T2] to analyze mainsteam line break
transients [3,4]. Models of a V[ 3-loop and 4-loop
nuclear steam supply system were used. Sensitivity
studies were performed to determine the effect of the
availability of offsite power, break size and initial
core power. Comparison with V_ results indicated that
if the assumptions used by_H are replicated within the
RELAP5 framework, then the W methodology for pre-
diction of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
response is conservative for steam line break
transients.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) review of
the Three Mile Island accident resulted in a number of
recommendations. One recotnmendation required utili-
ties to reanalyze and assure the NRC that they have
adequate safeguards to withstand steam generator
secondary side disturbances. Inherent within this
task was the necessity for an independent audit
analysis of the methodology used by the licensees.
The calculations reported herein provide an audit
analysis of the \^ methodology for a main steam line
break (MSLB) in a W 3-loop and 4-loop design, using
the RELAP5/M0D1.5 computer code.

The phenomena associated with a MSLB are well
known. A major rupture in the main steam piping will
result in an uncontrolled steam release, causing
primary-to-secondary heat transfer to increase, and
primary system temperature and pressure to decrease.
The magnitude of the resulting effects depend upon
size and location of the break, plant conditions at
the time of the break, and system failures postulated
to occur during the transient.

In developing the 4-loop plant model, a three
loop W_ plant model developed at EGSG, Idaho was
modified at ANL into a four loop plant. This plant
model retained the two loop nodalization of the
original EGSG model, but split them such that one loop
represented the faulted steam generator (broken at the
outlet just past the integral flow restrictor) while
the other loop represented all three of the intact
loops. In the case of the 3-loop plant model, a
RELAP5 model developed at the EGSG, Idaho was modified
to perform this replication calculation. One loop
represented the faulted steam generator (broken
between the steam generator and the non-integral flow
restrictor) while the other loop represented the
remaining two intact loops. In both cases (3-loop and
4-loop), the reactor vessel was modelled as two
parallel channels to accommodate the Westinghouse
steam line break methodology (see Figure 1).

STEADY STATE CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Following are conclusions regarding the \\_
methodology for steam line break analyses of three
loop (3D and four loop (41) plants.

(1) Reactor power for the low power cases is reduced
as low as practicable (1* power) considering code
limitations. (3L and 4L)

(2) Lower reactor vessel plenum to plenum mixing is
governed by the equation:

m (mixing) = 2/3 m (broken side)

- 1/3 m (intact side) (3-D

m (mixing) « 3/4 m (broken side)

- 1/4 m (intact side) (4-L)

(3) XS (3D and YS (4L) of the flow entering a given
side of the vessel flows through the core on the
same side.

(4) m (3D and V? (4L) of the flow up a given side
of the core actually exits the vessel on fie same
side.

(5) A linear power profile is assumed throughout the
core in both sides. (3L and 4L)

(6) Reactivity effects included: (3L and 4L)

(6.1) Doppler input as
a. a power defect contribution assuming a

constant moderator temperature
b. a moderator temperature coefficient

contribution to the Doppler.
(6.2) Moderator density by itself.
(6.3) Boron—from Safety Injection System.
(6.4) Shutdown margin — with the most

reactive rod assumed stuck out of the
core.

(7) The core conditions (moderator temperature and
density) used in the reactivity calculations
weights the broken side W times (3D and Z times
(4L) as heavily as the intact side.

(8) Pressurizer level is reduced for the initial low
power condition. (3L and 4L)

(9) Affected/intact steam generator inventory is
increased above the zero power value. (3L and
4D
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ASSUMPTIONS FOR PERFORMING TRANSIENT CALCULATIOHS

(1) Break size is 4.6 ft2 from the affected side
[upstream of the non-integral flow restrictor]
and 1.4 ft2 from the intact side until Main Steam
Isolation Valve (HSIV) closure. [Two steam
generators blowing down through the flow
restrictor on the affected side.] (3D

(2) Break size is 1.4 ft2 from the affected side
[downstream of the integral flow restrictor] and
4.2 ft2 from the intact'side until MSIV closure.
[Three steam generators blowing down through
three individual flow restrictors.] (4L)

(3) Steam generator main feedwater is increased to
the full power value when the break opens and
iMintained for the first 10 s of the event.
Enthalpy of main feedwat°r is assumed enual to
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) conditions. (3L and 4L)

(4) A "liquid recirculation model" (time dependent
junction) was connected to the separator so that
only steam was discharged. (3L and 4L)

(5) An initial subcritical reactivity condition is
modelled by inserting control rod reactivity in
the first time step of the transient calculation.
(3-L and 4L)

(6) Instantaneous MSIV closure occurs at 10 s into
the event. (3L and 4L)

(75 Safety Injection (SI) is activated by a signal
from the secondary side. (3L *nd 4L)

(8) It was assumed that the initial boron concentra-
tion in the safety injection tank was 21,000 ppir
and that this concentration decreased exponen-
tially to 10 ppm over a period of 120 sec. (3L).
The safety injection boron was assumed to have a
constant concentration of only 2,000 ppm (4L).

(9) AFW flow is maximized and delivered only to the
affected steam generator. (3L and 4L)

(10) The primary coolant pumps are available through-
out the transient. (3L and 4L)

(11) No stagnant reactor vessel upper head volume is
assumed. This allows continued depressurization
by removing such upper head flashing effects
which would cause it to act like a second
"pressurizer" after the real pressurizer is
drained. (3L and 4L)

(12) Primary side heat structures (aside from fuel and
steam generator tubes) are not modelled during
the transient. (3L and 4L)

(13) Decay heat is not modelled. (31 and 4L)

CONSERVATISMS IN THE wESTINGHOUSE METHODOLOGY

(1) The instantaneous increase to full MFW flow to
the affected steam generators and the maintenance
of such flows until M"-1V closure tends to add
inventory. Added inventory tends to increase
cooldown rate and increase probability for a
return to power. (3L and 4L)

(2) Lack of stagnant upper head in the reactor vessel
model allows continued depressurization not seen

in the RELAP5 model. [This increases safety
injection flows, adding cold fluid to the pri-
mary; however it decreases the time of arrival of
safety injection boron.] (3L and 4L)

(3) Allowing the primary coolant pumps to run during
the transient provides more effective cooling of
the primary (3L and 4L)

(4) Allowing only steam to exit the break increases
the cooldown of the primary by maximizing the
enthalpy of the effluent. (3L and 4L)

(5) Weighting the affected side condition:: more
heavily than the intact side for reactivity
effects (as opposed to volume weighting) while
limiting the mixing of the coolant in each side
results in greater positive moderator feedback
which drives the core power higher. (31. and 4L)

(6) The use of the largest moderator density coef-
ficient and small boron coefficient maximizes
return to power possibilities. (3L and 4L)

(7) The system is more reactive using end of life
delayed neutron parameters as opposed to
beginning of life values. (3L and 4L)

(8) Taking no credit for decay heat increases the
cooldown and the probability of a return to
power. (SL and 4L)

(9) No primary side heat structures in the H model
enhances primary side cooldown.

(10) Delivering all AFW flow to the affected steam
generator enhances cooldown. (3L and 4L)

(11) Shutdown margin less the most reactive rod
further enhances the return to power. (3L and 4L)

(12) The method of determining the Doppler contri-
bution to the reactivity has some degree of
conservatism. This degree of conservatism is
achieved by using a numerically fast acting
Doppler scheme during power reductions; that is a
utilization of neutron power rather than fuel
temperature to drive the Doppler term. This
should be conservative compared to the use of the
slower responding fuel temperature calculation.

(13) Allowing the pumps to run for 5 s into the
transient in the loss of offsite power case
provides more effective early cooling of the
primary, increasing the cooldown. (4L)

(14) Use of minimum SI capability, a single high
pressure safety injection train, reduces the rate
of boron insertion into the core region.

RELAP5/MARVEL MODELLING DIFFERENCES

The major differences between these RELAP5 and
the MARVEL calculations are nodalizatior of the core
and the steam generator secondaries; and calculations
of heat transfer in the core and steam generators.

The MARVEL computer code uses a two-node (1
liquid, 1 vapor) representation for each of the steam
generator secondaries and calculates primary to
secondary heat transfer based upon a calculation of
the height of the two-phase mixture against the
generator tubes. RELAP5, on the other hand, computes



a heat transfer coefficient based on local fluid
conditions in each of the four secondary side nodes in
the boiler region of the steam generators. The total
heat transfer is then the sum of the heat transfer to
each of these nodes.

The MARVEL computer code uses only four axial
core nodes, while the RELAP5 analysis used six.
MARVEL also uses a single heat slab to represent the
entire core and for the zero power MSLB analyses, used
a constant clad to water heat transfer coefficient. By
contrast, RELAP5 used twelve heat slabs to represent
the core heat transfer and determined a heat transfer
coefficient based upon local fluid properties.

COMPARISON OF RELAP5 AND HESTINGHOUSE RESULTS

Three Loop

The pressure in the intact steam generator (Fig.
2) decreased until the MSIVs closed; it then recovered
to about 810 psi. This increase was terminated as
heat was transferred back into the primary (~ 24
s e c ) . The mass in the intact steam generator is
given in Fig. 3. As the figures show, the RELAP5
calculation of the intact steam generators' response
agrees quite well with the U_ FSAR calculation.

The blowdown of the affected steam generator is
the primary forcing function for the steam line break
transient. The RELAP5 calculation of pressure, and
fluid mass within the affected steam generator is
depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. The corresponding MARVEL
results, taken from the North Anna FSAR are also
presented. The RELAP5 calculation indicated that the
affected steam generator depressurized more slowly
than _W had calculated.

The heat removal from the primary system caused
the pressure to decrease rapidly (Fig. 6). In the
time span of 12-16 seconds, all of the volumes in the
pressurizer exceeded a quality of 60S. Therefore the
pressurizer could be considered to have emptied 12 to
16 seconds into the transient. The depressurization
rate changed sharply when voiding began in the upper
head at approximately 30-32 seconds. The RELAP5
calculations of primary system response agree fairly
well with the MARVEL calculation made by V. The
differences in RELAP5 and MARVEL computed pressure
responses for the time after voiding in the upper head
began are attributed to differences in modeling the
upper head reg-ion. During this time, the upper head
region is acting like a pressurizer, and small differ-
ences in flow into the upper head region have a strong
influence upon system depressurization rate [5].

The hot and cold leg temperatures for both the
intact and affected loops are shown in Figs. 7 through
10. The biggest difference between MARVEL and RELAP5
results is for the affected cold leg temperature due
to the different depressurization rates calculated for
the affected steam generator.

The reactivity response is shown in Fig. 11. The
initial reactivity was zero. A -3.32 dollars for
control rod worth was inserted over the first 0.2
seconds of the transient. As the system cooled, the
reactivity increased due to moderator feedback.
Criticality occurred at approximately 10.9 seconds.
The reactivity peaked at a value of about 0.553
dollars at 15.0 seconds. It then decreased due to
feedback from the Doppler as the reactor power
increased. Boron from the HPI system would have

reached the reactor core at approximately 45 seconds.
This would have terminated the transient.

The reactor core power response is shown in Fig.
12. The power peaked at a value of 23- of full power
at approximately 45.0 seconds. The RELAP5 calculation
showed a slightly smaller return to power than the
MARVEL calculation. Comparing the V_ and ANL results
shown in Figs. 11 and 12 provides support for the
Hestinghouse information [62 which indicated that the
power peaking predicted in the 12-13 second time frame
was the result of numerical instabilities in the
MARVEL code. Specifically, the MARVEL time step size
was probably too large for the rate of change and
absolute value of reactivity which resulted in a
miscalculation of the reactivity and was reflected as
a neutron power spike.

Four Loop

Since the 3-loop effort involved the initial
implementation of the Ĥ  methodology and more infor-
mation was available for"comparison, the 4-loop effort
was used to investigate the effect of break size,
initial power level, and availability of offsite power
on the overall transient response. Figures 13 and 14
show the effect of break size (low initial power
cases—offsite power available) on pressurizer
pressure and total reactivity. The conclusion is
clear; reducing the break area slows the cooldown for
the steam line break transient. This in turn reduces
the moderator reactivity feedback insertion rate and
safety injection boron reaches the core before
reeriticality occurs. The net result is to reduce the
return to power or completely eliminate it.

Four calculations were performed from full power
initial conditions (reactor coolant pump on/off with
and without safety injection boron). All of these
cases were less severe than the low power full break
size transient. Recriticality did not occur in any of
these cases although a small amount of subcritical
multiplication did allow slight increases in power in
three of the four cases. The most important factor
which caused the transients to be relatively benign
was the decreased initial steam generator inventory.
From these calculations it was concluded that the
worst steam line break event scenario would occur for
low power initial conditions.

Figures 15 and 16 show a comparison of the FSAR
and RELAP5 heat flux with and without loss of offsite
power (low initial power level). Figures 17 and 18
show the pressure response during these transients.
Further comparisons of these two cases confirmed the
HCAP-9226 and FSAR conclusions that availability of
offsite power is the worst case scenario for a M steam
line break transient. ~

CONCLUSION

Comparisons with H results have indicated that if
the assumptions used "By V_ are replicated within the
RELAP5 framework, then the W methodology for
prediction of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
response is conservative for steam line break
transients; and that the worst case scenario is a low
initial power full break size with offsite power
available.
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Figure 1. Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
RELAP5/M0D1.5 Noding Diagram
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